GOAL-GETTER
GUIDE

ANY POSSIBILITY
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Hey!
Kudos to you for kicking butt and taking names! This is
the beginning of something really cool. Use this
workbook to focus your goals, keep track of your
choices, and get started. Action is the key to making
progress, and your accountability buddy is there for
support as you both work towards what you want.
This is your year, so own it :)
XO,
Sam
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IDEAS
WRITING GOALS
Implement a routine: daily or weekly
Create character bios
Draft an outline
Write a first draft: consider breaking it up into one act at a time
Validate a story idea: Logline + 3 paragraph summary of each idea
Look up contest deadlines
Get notes on a script

EDUCATION GOALS
Analyze all kinds of scripts: ScriptNotes & ScriptShadow post critiques of
amateur scripts + the source material. You can learn a ton from this. To read
professional scripts, check these sites. Consider doing this with your A.B.
Sign up for a screenwriting course: Masterclass has courses from Shonda,
Sorkin, and Mamet, ISA has free and paid courses, Pixar in a Box is free, and
Charlie Kaufman has some words of wisdom in this Indie Film Hustle post.
Commit to reading the trades daily: Here’s a list of good sites
Sit down and watch TV shows, movies, or web series that are in the vein of
what you want to write.
Make a list of TV shows, movies, or web series that you should watch
Write a list of the writers who’ve created the kinds of content that you want to
make. Research their careers and any interviews they’ve done.
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NETWORKING GOALS
Reconnect with old contacts: make a list of 3 people and their contact info
Make new connections: friends of friends, alumni, internet pals
Participate in industry related groups:
Stage 32
RoadMap Writers
ISA: International Screenwriters’ Association
ScriptChat on Twitter
Film Independent
WIF: Women in Film
JHRTS: Junior Hollywood Radio and Television Society
CAPE: Coalition of Asian Pacifics in Entertainment
Make a list of festivals you’d like to attend
Make a list of industry events or panels you’d like to attend
Volunteer for an industry organization or festival

NOTES
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ASSESSMENT
Use this section to keep track of the goals you’re working towards.

1. What do you want to accomplish by the end of the year?

2. What goals would help you get there?

3. How would you like to stay accountable?
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Notes

MOTIVATION
Keep track of websites, course links, and other writing resources by putting
the info in the following grid.
Title

Link, etc
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ACCOUNTABILITY
Keep track of your accountability buddy’s projects and goals, so that you can
easily look it up when talking to them.
Name

Goals, interests, & writing info
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